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DESCRIPTION OF THE BOOK RAWBLOOD
Winner of BEST HORROR NOVEL (August Derleth Award) at British Fantasy
Awards 2016She comes in the night. She looks into your eyes. One by one, she
has taken us all.For generations they have died young, and now fifteen-year-old
Iris and her father are the last of the Villarca line. Confined to their lonely mansion
on Dartmoor, they suffer their disease in isolation. But Iris breaks her promise to
hide from the world and dares to fall in love.It is only then that they understand the
true horror of the Villarca curse, the curse of the bone-white woman who visits in
the night, leaving death in her wake.'With a ghostly face at the window,
inexplicable events and a sense of menace hanging over every page, this is one
chilling gothic novel' Daily Mail
RAWBLOOD BY CATRIONA WARD - GOODREADS
Rawblood is a gothic horror love story that falls into the annals of literary classics.
Indeed, the undercurrents of the novel whisper of Wuthering Heights, The Turn of
the Screw, Rebecca, the Woman in White and others. Rawblood is the 2016
debut horror novel by Catriona Ward. The book was first published in the United
Kingdom on 24 September 2015 through Weidenfeld & Nicolson. The novel is
published in the USA March 1st 2017 by Sourcebooks, as The Girl From
Rawblood. Rawblood on Amazon.com. *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. On a
technical level Rawblood is a masterpiece. It is a well-written, carefully crafted,
meticulously researched novel with a strong supernatural plot and Gothic feel. On
a technical level Rawblood is a masterpiece. It is a well-written, carefully crafted,
meticulously researched novel with a strong supernatural plot and Gothic feel.
"The Girl from Rawblood weaves a spell that both terrifies and mesmerizes. As
each layer of mystery is peeled away, more haunting truth is revealed. The book
leaves the reader breathless in its gothic tale of fear, family, blood, and love."
Rawblood reminds me of Woman in Black - it has the same kind of menacing
presence haunting the protagonist, but I don't think I've ever read/listened to
another book quite like this. The non-linear narrative makes it challenging to follow
but it's very much worth the effort. "The Girl from Rawblood weaves a spell that
both terrifies and mesmerizes. As each layer of mystery is peeled away, more
haunting truth is revealed. The book leaves the reader breathless in its gothic tale
of fear, family, blood, and love." Your browser does not currently recognize any of
the video formats available. Click here to visit our frequently asked questions
about HTML5 video. Rawblood by Catriona Ward, 9781780229140, available at
Book Depository with free delivery worldwide. A Gothic tale that spans 80 years,
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from 1839 to 1919, "The Girl From Rawblood" chronicles the downward spiral of
the Villarcas, a Spanish-British clan whose ancestral home, Rawblood, is. The Girl
from Rawblood. Home; The Girl from Rawblood; All formats/editions. MP3 CD;
CD; eAudio × Close Rawblood audiobook written by Catriona Ward. Narrated by
Peter Kenny and Victoria Fox. Get instant access to all your favorite books. No
monthly commitment. Listen online or offline with Android, iOS, web, Chromecast,
and Google Assistant. Iris's mother, pregnant, walks the halls of Rawblood
whispering to her, coaxing her to come. As the narratives converge, Iris seeks her
out in a confrontation which shatters her past and her reality, revealing the chasm
in Iris's own, fractured identity. Note: Citations are based on reference standards.
However, formatting rules can vary widely between applications and fields of
interest or study. The specific requirements or preferences of your reviewing
publisher, classroom teacher, institution or organization should be applied. The
Girl from Rawblood is a continuation of our long-standing fear of the bleak
expanse of the wide-open, so far from shelter or from normality, and it's brilliant." Den of Geek "The Girl from Rawblood weaves a spell that both terrifies and
mesmerizes.
RAWBLOOD - WIKIPEDIA
Get this from a library! Rawblood.. [Catriona Ward] -- She comes in the night. She
looks into your eyes. One by one, she has taken us all. For generations they have
died young. From the sun dappled hills of Italy to the biting chill of Victorian
dissection halls, The Girl from Rawblood is a lyrical and haunting historical novel
of darkness, love, and the ghosts of the past. Praise for The Girl from Rawblood:
Iris's mother, pregnant, walks the halls of Rawblood whispering to her, coaxing her
to come. As the narratives converge, Iris seeks her out in a confrontation which
shatters her past and her reality, revealing the chasm in Iris's own, fractured
identity. The Girl from Rawblood by Catriona Ward almost defies description as it
crosses generations, characters, and locations. It is part haunted house story, part
And later we go even further back, to 1839 and Mary Hopewell, the woman who
brought the Villarca name to Rawblood, as she journeys to Italy and meets a
wealthy, and somehow snake-like, Spaniard. And then, back to the future, with
Meg, Iris's mother, and Iris's birth. "Brilliant The Girl From Rawblood is the
old-school gothic novel I have been waiting for. While it delivers everything I want
from a 'haunted house/family curse' story, it is still stunningly original. Rawblood
reminds me of Woman in Black - it has the same kind of menacing presence
haunting the protagonist, but I don't think I've ever read/listened to another book
quite like this. The non-linear narrative makes it challenging to follow but it's very
much worth the effort. "The Girl from Rawblood weaves a spell that both terrifies
and mesmerizes. As each layer of mystery is peeled away, more haunting truth is
revealed. The book leaves. NetGalley is a site where book reviewers and other
professional readers can read books before they are published, in e-galley or
digital galley form. Members register for free and can request review copies or be
invited to review by the publisher. Iris' mother, pregnant, walks the halls of
Rawblood whispering to her, coaxing her to come. As the narratives converge, Iris
seeks her out in a confrontation that shatters her past and her reality, revealing
the chasm in Iris' own fractured identity. Rawblood. By Catriona Ward. Find & buy
on. This is a novel dominated by the figure of She - who She is and whether She
really exists or is part of the fevered. In 1910, eleven-year-old Iris Villarca lives
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with her father at Rawblood, a lonely house on Dartmoor. Iris and her father are
the last of their name. The Villarcas always die young, bloodily. The Girl From
Rawblood A Novel (Book) : Ward, Catriona : At the turn of England's century, as
the wind whistles in the lonely halls of Rawblood, young Iris Villarca is the last of
her family's line. From the sun-dappled hills of Italy to the biting chill of Victorian
dissection halls, The Girl from Rawblood is a lyrical and haunting historical novel
of darkness, love, and the ghosts of the past.
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